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Whether you live on a small suburban lot or have a many acres in the country, this inspiring

collection will empower you to increase your self-sufficiently and embrace a more independent

lifestyle. A variety of authors share their specialized knowledge and provide practical instructions for

basic country skills like preserving vegetables, developing water systems, keeping farm animals,

and renovating barns. From sharpening an axe to baking your own bread, youâ€™ll be amazed at

the many ways learning traditional skills can enrich your life.Â 
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We bought this tome just a few weeks before moving from the city where we'd lived our entire lives

to a 20-acre rural country place miles and miles from any city limits. For the first year especially, we

kept this book out. You would be astonished at its contents. It describes the pros and cons of water

wells, reusing dirt, planning land for gardens and barns, chicken problems, keeping goats, arranging

around weather, tanning leather, insect control, tree problems to watch out for and their solutions,

energy in places where the lines don't run, getting water from point A to B, storing grains and other

foods, and... you NAME IT! This made our lives so much better. We didn't even use all the advice

we read simply because one family can only do so much the first year they move into the country for

the first time but this book was our comfort book in knowing that if we had problems, we'd find the

solutions here.



If you are looking for one book to serve as a comprehensive guide to nearly every aspect of living in

the country and fending for yourself, then you atleast owe it to yourself to browse through this book

atleast once; at a minimum, you should borrow it from the library for a peek. This book takes you

from start to finish; dawn to dusk; season to season. It may not be as detailed in some areas as you

may prefer but you can always find a book dedicated to areas in which you require more

information. As a general resource, this book won't be perched on your bookshelf long enough to

collect dust since you'll be picking it up on a regular basis.

This is a GREAT resource book. It contains a little bit of info on just about anything you could want

to know about. It is amazing how much it covers--and how well. It is full of very good advice,

techniques, and practical skills and solutions for not only country dwellers, but for anyone interested

in being able to rely on themselves--inside the home (covers anything from electrical help to help in

the kitchen with recipes and canning/freezing) to the great outdoors (covers decks, gardening & tree

houses to caring for livestock). I just recently moved to the country, and I will be using this book as a

primary reference and guide for many of the projects I have planned. Thank you, John and Martha

Storey!

I bought this book because of the high review rating, and for the first time was very let down by a

highly rated book. I already have a whole bookshelf of books dedicated to small

farming/homesteading/sustainable living and thought this would be a comprehensive addition.

Unfortunately, this would be an excellent book for someone who has grown up in the city, never

been to a working ranch/homestead, and has absolutely no knowledge of the subject. If you already

have such knowledge and/or experience you will find this book woefully deviod of useful

information. It has a WIDE range of topics (most of which I was not interested in, such as how to

install hardwood floor and how to build a treehouse) and each topic is only touched on in the most

superficial way. For example, the chapter on treehouses only shows you how to build one kind,

assuming that's the only kind you would want to build, and the whole chapter is 4 pages. I suppose

the best use for this book would be for a novice to purchase in order to BEGIN a library on the

subject, and then use this book to decide what topics to invest in more books on so as to get better

information and more detail. If you are looking for real information on specifics such as how to keep

a healthy and productive meat flock of chickens, or detailed food preservation techniques, find a

specific book on the subject.



This has been such a great help. It gave me lots of ideas for things I want to do, and gives me

encouragement for what I am currently trying. I like the simple illustrations. All I would like more in

this book is ... more. It's a great book to get started trying different things, although I do find other

books with more detail after I get started. For example, making soap - great practical first-timer

information in this book. Once I tried it, I went to the library and found more detailed books on

soapmaking. But the Storey book is my best starter.

I bought this book for my husband who owns and operates a saw mill. He also raises bees. This

book has sections on his interests and mine as well. There is information on gardening, canning,

animal care, herbs and so much more. There are wonderful recipies and literally hundreds of tips

and ideas. This is a book will we read and read again. It has very clear illustrations and clear, useful

directions. A real find.

Storey, for me, is quickly becoming my reference book of choice, as far as "how to live on a farm if

you weren't born on one" goes. This book was my jumping off point. It contains sections on how to

buy land, how to build your home, how to raise chickens, sheep, goats, pigs, and cows. I should

note, however, that this book is more like a "compilation" of works by other authors. The Basic

Country Skills (BCS) extracts information from many other books, and puts them in one reference

text. There are a few parts where I think the editors forgot to re-lable diagrams (specifically in the

"how to butcher a cow" section) but if you're planning on slaughtering your own animals, you should

probably buy a reference manual specific to butchering to compliment this one. BCS is a great book

for people like me who are planning to buy a little patch of earth somewhere far away from the

hubub of city life, but who can only dream about it for the present. BCS is a great primer for those

who want to get closer to where our food comes from than waxed supermarket produce, or

shrinkwrapped beef. I'm not a vegetarian, but it doesn't seem fair for meat eaters to eat something

that they didn't have to feed and care for, and finally, to come to terms with the fact that this animal

you've had for 9 months is going to be the beef for your family for the next year. Taking its life, so

that you can continue yours.. that should be each of our (meat-eaters anyway) responsibility. To

treat our food with dignity, and kindness, and thank it for nourishing and providing for us.
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